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Abstract. To provide successful human-computer interaction,
automatic emotion recognition from speech experienced greater atten-
tion, also increasing the demand for valid data material. Additionally,
the difficulty to find appropriate labels is increasing.

Therefore, labels, which are manageable by evaluators and cover nearly
all occurring emotions, have to be found. An important question is how
context influences the annotators’ decisions. In this paper, we present
our investigations of emotional affective labelling on natural multi-modal
data investigating different contextual aspects. We will explore different
types of contextual information and their influence on the annotation
process.

In this paper we investigate two specific contextual factors, observable
channels and knowledge about the interaction course. We discover, that
the knowledge about the previous interaction course is needed to assess
the affective state, but that the presence of acoustic and video channel
can partially replace the lack of discourse knowledge.

Keywords: emotion comparison, affective state, labelling, context in-
fluence.

1 Introduction

In future, technical systems should provide more human-like interaction abil-
ities. Therefore, these systems have to be adaptable to the user’s individual
skills, preferences and current emotional states [20]. To enable such systems to
determine a user’s affective state, the recognition needs to rely on all signals
humans use in the interaction, like speech, facial expressions and gestures. To
provide successful human computer interaction, automatic emotion recognition
from speech experienced greater attention, also increasing the demand for valid
data material.

The recognition of the user’s affective state is still a challenging task. Many
years the focus was set on acted data e.g. [3], also due the lack of available
datasets. While, in acted data, the label (ground-truth) is clearly instructed to
the actor, resulting in clear and high expressive emotional recordings, see [21]
the application of classifiers trained on acted data material within a realistic
or naturalistic human computer interaction shows that these databases do not
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include the variety of natural occurring affective states [9]. So, within research
community, the focus changed from acted emotions to more realistic emotional
expressions like [7,8,18], because emotion can induce changes in speech that can-
not be controlled by the speaker. This recordings mostly have a lower expres-
siveness of the affective states and raises the problem of a reliable ground-truth
generation [6]. So the difficulty, to find appropriate labels is increasing. Whereas
in acted emotional data, the label is clearly instructed and can assessed via per-
ception tests in realistic recordings the expressions are uncontrolled and not as
obvious. The generation of a label is persuaded by an annotation process where
a large number of annotators is used to assess the observed affective state, by
choosing a suitable label.

Therefore, labels, which are manageable by evaluators and cover nearly all
occurring emotions, have to be found. But besides the utilized label also the de-
sign of the labelling process is important. An important question is how context
influences the annotators’ decisions [4]. The authors in [5] investigated the in-
fluence of the context onto the perception of anger. They argue that traditional
associations between tones and attitudes are misleading and that the contextual
factor can neutralise the anger perception. The authors perform two studies,
where they could show, that neutral uttered wh-words are perceived as anger,
when heard without surrounding context. A further study is performed in [13],
where the authors investigate the role of channel information onto aggression
detection utilizing three different settings: audio only, video only and audio plus
video. They stated, that for 46% of their material the annotation of all three
sets differs for the same samples.

This study supports our hypothesis, that the context plays an important role
within affect recognition. In our study, we want to combine both investigations
of surrounding information and channel influence. Furthermore, we investigated
both context influences within a realistic human-computer interaction.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: In Section 2 the utilized
dataset is described in detail. Afterwards,we introduce our research methods in
Section 3. The results of our study are presented and discussed in Section 4.
Finally, in Section 5, an outlook for further research is given.

2 Dataset

The conducted study utilizes the LAST MINUTE corpus [15]. It contains multi-
modal recordings of 130 native German subjects collected in a Wizard-of-Oz
experiment. The technical recordings and first classification results are described
in detail in [10]. As background information the subjects are told to test a new
natural language communication interface. The setup revolves around a journey
to an unknown place “Waiuku” that they have won. Using voice commands the
subjects have to prepare the journey, assembling the baggage and select clothing.
The task is designed to generate affective enriched material from a naturalistic
human computer interaction [17]. First results on multi-modal affect recognition
can be found in [12,14]. The utilized TTS uses an artificial and mechanical voice,
providing a lot of explanation, which leads to long monologues by the system.
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During the dialogue critical events provoking negative emotions and could
may leading to a break off of the dialogue, are induced. We focus on three key
events, where the user should be set in a certain condition: Baseline (BL), Chal-
lenge (CH), and Waiuku (WA). All three events are designed in such a way, that
the system gives a specific information whereupon the user shall show a specific
reaction. At the BL event, occurring after 5-10 minutes, the test person has been
adapted to the experimental situation and the first excitement is gone. The per-
son starts packing the luggage. The system only confirms the action requests.
The CH event happens when the system creates mental stress by suddenly claim-
ing to reach a previously luggage limit. This event arises after 15-20 minutes of
the experiment. In the WA event a second strategy change has to be performed,
when claiming a different voyage destination. It is winter instead of summer at
the destination. At this point the subject notice, that it has to re-arrange its
complete baggage. This event occurs at about 20-25 minutes of the experiment.
Neither we can be sure about the real stress factor for the particular subject,
nor can we assure the real duration of any higher stress level.

A the expected time effort for labelling is up to four times higher than the
material to be labelled, we selected 4 subjects from the whole corpus. This
results in a subset of approx 23 minutes. Furthermore, we splitted the events into
separate utterances, as it was already mentioned, that the surrounding words are
important for a proper assessment [5]. So, we end up with 135 snippets with a
length of 3 seconds to 50 seconds. The mean is 11 seconds. An overview about
the number of snippets for each event and subject is given in Table 1.

Table 1. Overview of utilized snippets and their distribution for the selected subjects
and experimental events

subject BL CH WA

20101006aFM 16 9 9
20101117bMT 15 5 8
20101206bEG 19 7 9
20110126aFW 21 8 8

Total 71 29 34

3 Study Design

As stated in the introduction, we rely on the related work of [4,5,13], all claiming,
that surrounding information and observable channels are important to receive
a useful annotation. To verify our hypotheses, we design different labelling tasks,
where we varied either the different observable channels or the interaction course.
Hereby we will support the following hypotheses: labels can only be gathered,
when both acoustic and visual information are present, information about inter-
action development supports the labelling process. Preliminary results onto the
influence of system responses where presented in [17].
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3.1 Define Dependent Variables

Based on this, we can now define the following two dependent variables and their
expressions. The observable channel consists of the values “audio only”, “video
only” and “audio plus video”. The interaction course can be either random or
ordered. Therefore, we conducted six different sets, where both variables assume
all its defined values. The resulting sets are presented in Table 2.
Table 2. Overview of the labelling sets, generated by the two dependent variables with
their expressions

interaction course observable channels label set

random
audio only Set 1
video only Set 2
audio + video Set 3

ordered
audio only Set 4
video only Set 5
audio + video Set 6

3.2 Design the Annotation Process

The design of the annotation process is similar to [19]. Vidrascu proposes several
phases to decide the list of labels, annotation scheme, and segment length and
afterwards to start with the actual annotation process. To define the segment
length, we rely on experience of [1], where an assessment based on a speech
chunks is proposed. For our utilized database, these chunks are identical to the
subjects utterances, as they are quite short in our material. A shorter length of
single words will mislead the labellers, as investigated by [5]. A longer segment
length including a complete dialogue turn, consisting of several human utterances
and system responses, can be composed of several affective states.

To get the proper affective labels we utilized results of our study presented in
[16]. There, we investigated the differences between three labelling methods and
the observed emotional labels for a similar human-computer interaction utilizing
theNIMITEKCorpus, see [11].Therefore,we investigated theused list of labels and
the annotation method usable for labelling human-computer interaction. The fol-
lowing affects proved to be useful, see Investigation I Table 3. As the NIMITEK cor-
pus was designed to provoke negative emotions [11], whereas the LAST MINUTE
corpus tries to investigate possible dialogue break offs [15], we conducted an ex-
periment to gather more suitable emotional labels for the domain of the LAST
MINUTE corpus. Therefore, we presented the utilized snippets to six labellers, all
of them where psychologist students, utilizing the labels from [16], with the explicit
task, to add emotional terms, they need to describe the affective state of the sub-
ject. This investigation results in additional labels, see Investigation II in Table 3.
The affective labels found in both investigations and are combined into one word
list, for the persuaded study, see Table 3 for an overview.Additionally, the labellers
could asses (o)no emotion, if they assess, that no emotionwas observed andwe gave
them the opportunity to leave a comment.
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Table 3. Overview of the utilized affective word list

Investigation I (see [16])
(a) sadness (b) contempt (c) helplessness (d) interest (e) hope (f) relief
(g) joy (h) surprise (i) confusion (j) anger

Investigation II Additional
(k) shame (l) stress (m) concentration (n) impatientness (o) no emotion

We utilized 10 labellers, all of them with psychological background. To support
the labellers during their annotation process, we used a variant of ikannotate [2].
The labellers could see or hear the actual snippet and could chose one or several
words from the presented word list.The order of presented snippets could not
be influenced by the labellers. The programme forces them watch the complete
snippet and assess it afterwards, a repeated view of the actual one is possible.

4 Results

We evaluated our results on the basis of each set, as described in Table 2. To
investigate the influence of the defined variables, we compared the assessed af-
fective states resulting from a majority voting. Only the assesment where five or
more labellers agreed on the same affective state, is used as a valid label. In the
case, where only five labellers agreed, than the remaining labellers should not
agree on the same other affect.

4.1 Influence of Present Channels

Comparing the influence of the available channels in Fig. 1, we notice that the
number of majority votes for concentration (m) is nearly assesed most for all
conditions. We observe an increasing number of votes from the audio-only (1)
over the video-only (2) to the audio plus video set (3). The same behavior can
be observed for joy (g). The opposite effect is noticed for impatientness (n). The
affective state surprise (h) and relief (f) gets a rising number of votes comparing
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Fig. 1. Number of majority votes for different channel informations
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the audio only and video only set, but when both channels are present, the
number of votes is decreasing. The affective state anger (j) is labelled sufficient
only, when both channels are present. Remarkable is the varying number of no
emotion (o) votes, for Set 1 we have the highest number of 28 votes. This effect
was expected, as especially in the WA event we used some snippets, where the
subject did not talk. For Set 2, where only the video channel was used, only
one item was labelled showing no emotion. Finally, Set 3 having both channel
informations, we observe again 5 items voted with no emotion (o).

4.2 Influence of Interaction Course

The next aspect, we want to analyse, is the influence of the knowledge about
the interaction course. The resulting numbers of the majority votes are given in
Fig. 2. It can be noticed, that the distribution of majority votes does not differ
much. In Set 6, utilizing the experimental data in an ordered way, whereas Set 3
uses a random order. Additionally, we count the total number of majority votes,
reached for each set. The results are given in Fig. 2. Here it can be noticed,
that the number increased from 104 to 131 items, where a majority vote could
be drawn. We call this a reduction of variety. We attribute this to the influence
of the prior knowledge. The labellers know, which affective state they observed
before and therefore take that decision into account.
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Fig. 2. Number of majority votes for ordered/random interaction courses

4.3 Influence of Both Present Channels and Interaction Course

When comparing the influence on the interaction course, ordered or random,
together with a limited channel, we get the results presented in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4.
Here we can notice, that the influence, the ordered presentation has, is stronger
than for the contrary presentation of channels. Resulting in a reduction of the
chosen labels and a shaping of selected ones. The affective states surprise (h), joy
(g), concentration (m), impatientness (n) and no emotion (o) are labelled most.
Whereas especially the number of no emotion-votes decreases for the audio onyl
set, when using the ordered presentation. Whereas, we can notice an increased
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Fig. 3. Number of majority votes for ordered/random interaction courses, while using
only the audio channel
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Fig. 4. Number of majority votes for ordered/random interaction courses, while using
only the video channel

number of majority votes for the affects concentration (m) and joy (g) comparing
the audio only random/ordered sets, we get the opposite result comparing same
the video-only sets. But for the affects surprise and impatientness (n), we notice
the same increasing votes. Also the chosen affects are identical for Set 4 and
Set 5 despite relief (f), which is labelled only for the video only set (Set 5).
Furthermore the effect of an increasing total number of given majority votes can
be noticed, the number increased from 102 to 125 for the audio only sets (Set 1,
Set 4) and from 99 to 125 for the video only sets (Set 2, Set 5). This is similar
to the comparison of Set 3 and Set 6.

4.4 Notes on the Experimental Events

Comparing the labelled affective states regarding the described experimental
events, it can be noticed that the affective labels surprise (h), joy (g), confu-
sion (i), and concentration (m) are assessed within all investigated experimental
events. From the pure experimental design, the presence of surprise (h), con-
fusion (m), and joy (g) were not expected for BL. The distribution of joy and
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Fig. 5. Number of majority votes for the utilized experimental events

concentration are in conformity with the experimental design, as CH requires
concentration whereas WA can create joy. The less votes for the affect surprise
(h) does not match the expected assessment.

Affective states only assigned to BL are relief (f), impatientness (n) and
stress (i), with impatientness assessed most. This confirms the expected reaction,
that should be induced due the mechanical voice and the dominance of the
system monologues. The occurence of contempt (b) and anger (j) during CH is
also according the the design, but very rare. The assessment of the WA event
snippets with no emotion (o) and shame (k) indicates, that the intended effect
was achieved. The monologue about the travel information should not provoke
any affect and the information about the wrong assumed destination provokes
shame, as the subject could have know the expected destination.

5 Conclusion

We focus on two terms with different conditions, the a) role of available channel
information and b) knowledge about the interaction course. These effects where
investigated utilizing affective word lists and 10 labellers.

Evaluating the channel information, we can state, that the availability of both
channels, audio and video is important. In contrast to [13], we could not get such
a confusion between the sets presenting audio only, video only and both channels.
This could be due the fact, that our material consist of material where the face
is recorded in a frontal view with a very good illumination, so that the labeller
could always assess the facial expressions very good.

Evaluating the influence of the interaction course, we can state, that this is
important, too. But the differences between the majority votes of the ordered
and unordered set, where both channels are present, is quite small. Neverthe-
less, presenting the interaction in an ordered way can support the labellers in
situations, where one channel is partly missing. This is supported, by the com-
parison of Set 1 and Set 4 or Set 2 and Set 5, respectively. Here the resulting
majority votes of the ordered sets is similar to Set 6, presenting both channels
in an ordered way.
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These results show that the affective states of observed subjects within a
naturalistic human computer interaction are assessable, but consist mostly of
states with low expressiveness and indicating affects, pointing on a potential
problematic dialogue are very rare.

A very interesting additional investigation, we want to follow-up with, is the
investigation of the detailed changes of affective state for the different experi-
mental conditions. This could help to get a deeper understanding which affective
states are often confused and which influence specific contextual informations
have.
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